A Network Bandwidth Computation Technique for IP Storage with QoS Guarantees
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Abstract. IP storage becomes more commonplace with the prevalence of the iSCSI (Internet SCSI) protocol that enables the SCSI protocol to run over the existing IP network. Meanwhile, storage QoS that assures a required storage service for each storage client has gained in importance with increased opportunities for multiple storage clients to share the same IP storage. Considering the existence of other competing network traffic in IP network, we have to provide storage I/O traffic with guaranteed network bandwidth. Most importantly, we need to calculate the required network bandwidth to assure a given storage QoS requirement between a storage client and IP storage. This paper proposes a network bandwidth computation technique that not only accounts for the overhead caused by the underlying network protocols, but also guarantees the minimum data transfer delay over the IP network. Performance evaluations with various I/O workload patterns on our IP storage testbed verify the correctness of the proposed technique; that is, allocating a part (0.6–20%) of the entire network bandwidth can assure the given storage QoS requirements.

1 Introduction

Storage Area Networks (SAN), such as Fiber Channel and Gigabit Ethernet, have enabled a plethora of storage systems to be maintained as a storage pool, resulting in reduced total cost of ownership, effective storage resource management, etc. Such SAN-based storage systems are advantageous in terms of scalability and configurability, compared with SCSI bus-based storage systems. Accordingly, a few data transmission protocols have newly emerged to support the SAN environment. Fiber Channel protocol (FCP) is developed for FC-based SAN, and iSCSI recently ratified by Internet Engineering Task Force is made for IP SAN. A main advantage of iSCSI is that the iSCSI can operate on standard network components, such as Ethernet [1]; that is, it exploits existing features
and tools that have been developed for the IP network. Thus, this paper focuses on the storage environment using IP-based SAN (IP storage), where storage devices are attached to IP networks, and storage clients communicate with the storage devices via the iSCSI protocol [1]. An initiator-mode iSCSI protocol runs on the storage client, whereas a target-mode iSCSI protocol operates on the IP storage. Note that the traditional SCSI protocol operates on top of the iSCSI protocol layer that transmits a given SCSI command to its associated IP storage over the IP network.

With the advance in storage technologies in terms of storage space and I/O performance, the chances increase that multiple storage clients share the same storage. A different storage client may require a different storage service, called storage Quality of Service (QoS); that is, each storage client requires receiving a guaranteed storage service, independently of the status of the I/O services in other storage clients. Unfortunately, the storage itself does not contain any feature of assuring storage QoS. As a result, recent research efforts [2, 3] try to add the QoS feature to various types of storage systems. However, notice that the previous research emphasizes the QoS issue only within the storage system, whereas it is assumed that the SAN itself has no QoS issues. Note that, FC-based SAN is used only for storage I/O traffic. IP storage, however, transmits its data over the IP network, where storage I/O traffic is likely to coexist with the other network traffic. Considering this situation leads us to preserve an amount of network bandwidth for the storage I/O traffic between a storage client and its associated IP storage to avoid any probable interference with the other network traffic. A naive approach is to allocate the full network bandwidth (or separate dedicated IP network) that is large enough to serve the storage I/O traffic with QoS guarantee for a pair of a storage client and its associated IP storage. However, it can be easily inferred that this approach ends up being with under-utilization of IP network resources, even though it can certainly guarantee a given storage QoS requirement. By contrast, unless enough network bandwidth resides between the storage client and the IP storage, the storage QoS requirement is no longer guaranteed with lower I/O throughput (I/O requests per seconds) and higher response time due to increased data transfer delays.

This paper emphasizes the problem of computing the required network bandwidth to meet a given storage QoS requirement. It proposes a network bandwidth computation technique that not only accounts for overhead caused by the underlying network protocols, but also guarantees the minimum data transfer delay over the IP network. In the case of FC-based SAN environments, Ward et. al. in [4] proposed a scheme to automatically design an FC-based SAN that not only serves a given set of storage I/O traffic between storage clients and storage systems, but also minimizes the system cost.

2 Problem Description

We begin by defining a few notations to be used throughout the paper. \( C_i \) and \( Q_i \) represent the storage client \( i \) and its storage QoS requirement, respectively.
Generally, the storage QoS requirement is defined as $Q_i = \{f_i, iops_i, sz_i, s_t, r_t\}$. The notation of $f_i$ represents the ratio of read I/O requests. In addition, $iops_i$, $sz_i$, and $r_t$ represent the number of I/O requests per second (briefly IOPS), an average I/O request size, and an average response time requested from $C_i$, respectively. I/O access pattern is random with $s_t = 0$ and purely sequential with $s_t = 1$. Note that our network bandwidth computation does not depend on the value of $s_t$. We denote with $b_i^{r \leftarrow s}$ and $b_i^{w \leftarrow c}$ the network bandwidth allocated for the direction from $C_i$ and its associated IP storage and for its opposite direction, respectively. Then, the problem that this paper will solve can be described as follows: Compute $b_i^{r \leftarrow s}$ and $b_i^{w \leftarrow c}$ that satisfy the given $Q_i$ for the storage client $C_i$ and its associated IP storage. Note that we assume that the storage resources except for network resources (bandwidth) have been appropriately reserved to satisfy the storage QoS requirement $Q_i$.

3 The Proposed Technique

To begin, we will explain the protocol layering for iSCSI protocol and the specific behavior of the iSCSI protocol for read and write I/O requests. The iSCSI protocol data unit (PDU) consists of a 48-byte iSCSI header and iSCSI data of a variable length. The maximum iSCSI data length relies on the types of underlying Ethernet cards. Typically, it ranges from 1,394 through 8,894 bytes. The TCP/IP headers and Ethernet header respectively occupy 40 bytes and 18 bytes.

Figure 1 presents the protocol behaviors for read and write I/O requests. In the case of the read I/O request, as shown in Figure 1(a), the storage client sends the READ SCSI command to the IP storage. Next, after reading the requested data from its internal disk drives, the IP storage transmits the data to the storage client in the DATA_IN phase. Note that the data are to be fragmented into smaller pieces according to the maximum iSCSI data length. Finally, the IP storage sends the response message to the storage client. The iSCSI
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**Fig. 1.** iSCSI protocol behaviors for read and write I/O requests: (a) read and (b) write
protocol behavior for the write I/O request is more complicated than that of the read I/O request because of free buffer management and performance optimization techniques like immediate/unsolicited data transmission. The storage client sends the WRITE SCSI command to the IP storage. Unless the data size is greater than the maximum iSCSI data length, it is transmitted along with the write SCSI command. This results in collapsing the COMMAND phase and the DATA phase [1]. It is called immediate data transmission [1]. If the data size is greater than First Burst Length, the storage client transfers the data of the first First Burst Length bytes to the IP storage without receiving the Ready to Transfer (R2T) message from the IP storage that is used to spare free buffer space to store the write data. This process is called unsolicited data transmission [1]. Note that the immediate data transmission is combined with the unsolicited data transmission. Afterwards, the storage client transfers data only when it receives the R2T message from the IP storage. It is called solicit data transmission [1].

In what follows, we derive a set of equations to compute the required network bandwidth to meet a given storage QoS requirement. We start by computing the amount of data transfer, including the underlying protocol overhead for given read and write I/O requests of size $s_i$. We denote with $D_{r}^{c-o}(s_i)$ the amount of data transfer from the storage client to the IP storage for the read I/O request of size $s_i$, and $D_{r}^{s-o}(s_i)$ for the opposite direction. From the protocol behavior for the read I/O request, as shown in Figure 1(a), we can easily obtain $D_{r}^{c-o}(s_i)$ and $D_{r}^{s-o}(s_i)$ as follows:

$$D_{r}^{c-o}(s_i) = o_{prot},$$

$$D_{r}^{s-o}(s_i) = 2o_{prot} + \left\lfloor \frac{s_i}{S_f} \right\rfloor S_f + s_i \mod \hat{S}_f, \quad (2)$$

where $\hat{S}_f = S_f - o_{prot}$. The notation of $o_{prot}$ represents the 106-byte protocol overhead caused by the Ethernet header, the TCP/IP header, and the iSCSI header. The notation of $S_f$ represents the underlying Ethernet frame size.

Next, we calculate the amount of data transfer for the write I/O request. To begin, the storage client sends the agreed-upon amount of data (unsolicited data transmission) to IP storage without having a R2T message. We assume that the behavior of each data transfer follows that of the solicit data transmission because the network traffic under our consideration is heavy enough. However, if the I/O request size is not greater than the maximum iSCSI data length, the associated data is delivered to the IP storage by using the immediate data transmission. As with the read I/O request, we denote with $D_{w}^{c-o}(s_i)$ the amount of data of the storage client to the IP storage for the write I/O request, and $D_{w}^{s-o}(s_i)$ for the opposite direction. Based on the iSCSI protocol behavior for the write I/O request, as shown in Figure 1(b), $D_{w}^{c-o}(s_i)$ and $D_{w}^{s-o}(s_i)$ can be obtained as follows:

$$D_{w}^{c-o}(s_i) = \begin{cases} o_{prot} + s_i, & \text{if } s_i \leq \hat{S}_f \\ o_{prot} + \left\lfloor \frac{s_i}{S_f} \right\rfloor S_f + s_i \mod \hat{S}_f, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (3)$$
\[ D_{w}^{c+}(s_{z}) = \begin{cases} \frac{ov_{prot}}{rt_{i}} & \text{if } s_{z} \leq \text{FirstBurstableLength} \\ 2ov_{prot} & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]  

If the data size is not greater than the maximum iSCSI data length of \( S_{f} \), \( D_{w}^{c+}(s_{z}) \) is \( ov_{prot} + sz_{i} \). Otherwise, it includes \( \left\lceil \frac{sz_{i}}{S_{f}} \right\rceil \) times of the maximum Ethernet frame size of \( S_{f} \) and the remaining data with the protocol overhead of \( ov_{prot} \). As for \( D_{w}^{e-rc}(s_{z}) \), if the data size is not greater than \( \text{FirstBurstableLength} \), \( D_{w}^{e-rc}(s_{z}) \) is equal to the size of the iSCSI response message. Otherwise, it becomes two times of \( ov_{prot} \), because the R2T message is also delivered to the storage client as well as the iSCSI response message.

Next, we define with \( \hat{b}_{i}^{c+} \) the average amount of data transfer including the underlying protocol overhead from the storage client to the IP storage for the \( sz_{i} \) sized I/O request. In addition, we define with \( \hat{b}_{i}^{e-rc} \) for the opposite direction. From Equation (1)–(4), we obtain \( \hat{b}_{i}^{c+} \) and \( \hat{b}_{i}^{e-rc} \) as follows:

\[
\hat{b}_{i}^{c+} = \frac{\{f_{i}D_{w}^{c+}(s_{z})\} + (1 - f_{i})D_{w}^{c+}(s_{z})\} \text{ops}_{i},
\]

\[
\hat{b}_{i}^{e-rc} = \frac{\{f_{i}D_{w}^{e-rc}(s_{z})\} + (1 - f_{i})D_{w}^{e-rc}(s_{z})\} \text{ops}_{i}.
\]

The network bandwidth allocation with \( \hat{b}_{i}^{c+} \) and \( \hat{b}_{i}^{e-rc} \) is expected to assure the requested maximum storage bandwidth derived by multiplying \( sz_{i} \) and \( \text{ops}_{i} \). However, they may not guarantee the demanded response time of \( rt_{i} \). For example, notice that Equation (5) and (6) result in a lower network bandwidth with a smaller \( sz_{i} \) \( \text{ops}_{i} \). This implies that the chances increase that each I/O request of size \( sz_{i} \) experiences a longer transmission delay on IP network that is most likely to entail a violation of the demanded response time.

Thus, we introduce the minimum network bandwidth to assure the demanded response time of \( rt_{i} \). We denote with \( m_{i}^{c+} \) and \( m_{i}^{e-rc} \) the minimum network bandwidth for each direction. The values of \( m_{i}^{c+} \) and \( m_{i}^{e-rc} \) are determined such that the transmission delay of each I/O request are not greater than \( a_{i}rt_{i} \), where \( 0 < a_{i} < 1 \). Usually, \( a_{i} \) is determined according to the marginal response time to meet \( rt_{i} \) in the phase of designing the associated IP storage \([2,5,3]\). For example, if the IP storage is designed to assure 15msec for given \( rt_{i} = 20\text{msec} \), the values of \( a_{i} \) can range from 0 through 0.25. We compute \( m_{i}^{c+} \) and \( m_{i}^{e-rc} \) from a simple relationship that the expected transmission delay is inversely proportional to the allocated network bandwidth without accounting for the effects of traffic congestion control, IP routing, the transmission buffer size, TCP retransmission, etc. The \( m_{i}^{c+} \) and \( m_{i}^{e-rc} \) are written as follows:

\[
m_{i}^{c+} = \frac{\max\{f_{i}D_{w}^{c+}(s_{z}), (1 - f_{i})D_{w}^{c+}(s_{z})\}}{a_{i}rt_{i}},
\]

\[
m_{i}^{e-rc} = \frac{\max\{f_{i}D_{w}^{e-rc}(s_{z}), (1 - f_{i})D_{w}^{e-rc}(s_{z})\}}{a_{i}rt_{i}}.
\]

By denoting with \( b_{i}^{c+} \) and \( b_{i}^{e-rc} \) the network bandwidth for each direction required to guarantee a given \( Q_{i} \), we finally have \( \hat{b}_{i}^{c+} \) and \( \hat{b}_{i}^{e-rc} \) as follows:

\[
b_{i}^{c+} = \max\{\hat{b}_{i}^{c+}, m_{i}^{c+}\},
\]

\[
b_{i}^{e-rc} = \max\{\hat{b}_{i}^{e-rc}, m_{i}^{e-rc}\}.
\]
4 Performance Evaluations

We set up an experimental testbed for IP storage to evaluate the performance of the proposed technique. We use two Intel Pentium III based desktops for the storage client and the IP storage. Both systems are attached to a Gigabit IP network via Gigabit Ethernet cards and a switch. Assume that no other traffic exists between the two systems. The maximum size of the Ethernet frame is 1500 bytes. The Linux kernel 2.4.18 works on top of the storage client and IP storage. The storage client includes the initiator-mode iSCSI driver developed by the University of New Hampshire [6], and the IP storage contains the target-mode iSCSI driver for operating the iSCSI protocol. The network bandwidth is controlled by Token Bucket Filtering (TBF) [7]. We believe that this type of end-to-end traffic control works because no other traffic exists between the storage client and the IP storage.

Table 1 shows the measured iops and rt for various QoS requirements of Q1-Q4 when the amount of network bandwidth is computed by the proposed technique. In addition, they are compared with the results with the full network bandwidth for the same QoS requirements. We denote with prot-rt and full for the proposed technique and the full network bandwidth, respectively. Each

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QoS</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>Toward IP storage</th>
<th>Toward client</th>
<th>iops</th>
<th>rt</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0.05MB/s</td>
<td>0.60MB/s</td>
<td>84(100%)</td>
<td>9.74ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full</td>
<td>100.00MB/s</td>
<td>100MB/s</td>
<td>82(100%)</td>
<td>9.70ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.84MB/s</td>
<td>0.17MB/s</td>
<td>265(99%)</td>
<td>2.59ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full</td>
<td>100.00MB/s</td>
<td>100MB/s</td>
<td>266(100%)</td>
<td>2.58ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0.03MB/s</td>
<td>19.19MB/s</td>
<td>77(100%)</td>
<td>15.66ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full</td>
<td>100.00MB/s</td>
<td>100MB/s</td>
<td>76(100%)</td>
<td>15.34ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15.67MB/s</td>
<td>0.02MB/s</td>
<td>211(100%)</td>
<td>20.28ms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full</td>
<td>100.00MB/s</td>
<td>100MB/s</td>
<td>208(100%)</td>
<td>21.54ms</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

of the storage QoS requirements is represented as follows: Q1 = \{f_1 = 1, iops_1 = 82, s_1 = 1KB, s_1 = 0, rt_1 = 10ms\}, Q2 = \{f_2 = 0, iops_2 = 266, s_2 = 1KB, s_2 = 0, rt_2 = 3ms\}, Q3 = \{f_3 = 1, iops_3 = 76, s_3 = 64KB, s_3 = 0, rt_3 = 18ms\}, and Q4 = \{f_4 = 0, iops_4 = 208, s_4 = 64KB, s_4 = 0, rt_4 = 22ms\}. The first two requirements are for the small read and write I/O requests as in OLTP applications, and the others are for the large read and write I/O requests in scientific applications [5]. Since the network bandwidth allocation is independent of storage access patterns, we assume that all the storage access patterns are purely random. In addition, the demanded IOPS of iops and its associated response time of rt are configured by injecting a set of I/O workload patterns and measuring each performance. Note that the iops and rt of the QoS requirements
fall into neither too light traffic that makes the IP storage mostly idle nor too heavy traffic that overloads the system. The results reveal that the allocation of only 0.6–20% of the full network bandwidth computed by the proposed technique can meet the given storage QoS requirements. Observe that the proposed technique can compute an appropriate amount of network bandwidth to provide the same quality of storage service as the case when the full network bandwidth is allocated. The percentage values in the \textit{iops}_i column represent the percentage of the measured IOPS with respect to the demanded IOPS.

Table 2 shows the measured \textit{iops}_i and \textit{rt}_i for the QoS requirements of \textit{Q}_1–\textit{Q}_4 for the \textit{prot} and \textit{naive} techniques. The \textit{prot} technique computes the required network bandwidth only by considering the underlying protocol overhead, as shown in Equation (5)–(6): that is, $\delta^o_{i,n}$ and $\delta^r_{i,n}$. The \textit{naive} technique simply calculates the network bandwidth by multiplying \textit{iops}_i and \textit{sz}_i. It assigns the same bandwidth for each direction. As expected, the \textit{naive} technique cannot guarantee even demanded \textit{iops}_i, because it does not account for the underlying protocol overhead in Ethernet, TCP/IP, and iSCSI layers at all. Notice that

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|c|c|c|}
\hline
\textbf{QoS} & \textbf{Technique} & \textbf{Toward IP storage} & \textbf{Toward client} & \textbf{\textit{iops}_i} & \textbf{\textit{rt}_i} \\
\hline
\textit{Q}_1 & naive & 0.06MB/s & 0.06MB/s & 64(77\%) & 28.82ms \\
& prot & 0.01MB/s & 0.12MB/s & 80(96\%) & 12.59ms \\
\textit{Q}_2 & naive & 0.26MB/s & 0.26MB/s & 238(89\%) & 9.25ms \\
& prot & 0.29MB/s & 0.03MB/s & 202(98\%) & 3.54ms \\
\textit{Q}_3 & naive & 4.78MB/s & 4.78MB/s & 69(91\%) & 22.31ms \\
& prot & 0.01MB/s & 5.19MB/s & 74(96\%) & 19.33ms \\
\textit{Q}_4 & naive & 13.06MB/s & 13.06MB/s & 194(93\%) & 25.13ms \\
& prot & 14.08MB/s & 0.02MB/s & 208(99\%) & 22.06ms \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{Results of \textit{iops}_i and \textit{rt}_i for the various QoS requirements of \textit{Q}_1–\textit{Q}_4 by the technique using Equation (5)–(6) (\textit{prot}) and the technique using \textit{iops}_i, \textit{sz}_i (\textit{naive}).}
\end{table}

the smaller sized I/O request causes higher protocol overhead, as expected from Equation (1)–(4). In addition, the results show that read I/O requests creates more protocol overhead than write I/O requests. It can be expected mainly from Equation (2)–(3). By contrast, the \textit{prot} technique guarantees more than 96% of the required \textit{iops}_i. However, it does not satisfy the demanded response time of \textit{rt}_i because of the transmission delay on IP network. Recall that, as shown in Table 1, the proposed \textit{prot-rt} technique can meet both the \textit{iops}_i and the \textit{rt}_i by effectively allotting the network bandwidth for each direction between the storage client and the IP storage.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper addressed the problem of effectively allocating network bandwidth to assure a given QoS requirement for IP storage. It defined a specification of
the storage QoS requirement, and it proposed a technique to compute the demanded network bandwidth to meet the storage QoS requirement that not only accounts for the overhead caused by the underlying network protocols, but also guarantees the minimum data transfer delay over the IP network. Performance evaluations with various I/O workload patterns on our IP storage testbed verified the correctness of the proposed technique; that is, allocating a part (0.6–20%) of the entire network bandwidth can assure the given storage QoS requirements. Currently, we have been revising Equation (9)–(10) to additionally account for real-world I/O workload patterns featured by self-similarity and the condition of traffic congestion.
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